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people in contrast from their own lives. These two men, that Athanacious broug1

introduced. the monastic life to the vest.

That will be our next head, which we will take up tomorrow morning at

8:00, max rnoasticism spreads to the west. (break in record)
-

Monasticism spreads to the west. And we notice tktx that in 340, when

Athanacious was sent t on a special exile into Rome, he brought with him t two

monks who had lived for some time in the African desert, near Egypt. And

as he brought these t two monks with him, at first the two highly sophisticated

aristocracy of Rome looked quite askance at these two men. Thea people of Rome

who were accustomed to such fine standards of refinement and hyper-sophistica

tion, saw these dirty monks from the xx desert and men who were not particularly

well educatd and tkmyx the inclination was, Athanacious is a great man, un

doubtedly, but why does he x bring this sort of riff-raff with him. But after

they got to know the men a little, they found that the solitude and the contem

plation and earnestness of purpose, and the years of giving up everything that

outd appeal to a man materially had had an effect upon the men's characters that

showed out in their attitude. These, of course, were not simply oridnary

monks. They were ones that Atbanacious had picked for the purpose. But they

began to impress the Roman aristocracy by their very difference from them. And

sooon they were taken a grea deal of attention to them, and having them to their

homes and talking with them. And many became attracted by their' monastic

influence and by their type of character that it was develop,ng and it began

to be an interest in monasticism in Rome. Soon some people decided to start a

monastery there. Or to Rtrx start a group of men. "hey didn't have what they

call actually monasteries, yet, and a group of them went out to a place out in

the wilds in the wild parts of Rme, and they lived very primitively, under

very primitive circumstances. And soon there were these groups started in the

neighborhood of Rome. Then not so many years after tlat, the life of St. Anthony

by Athan.actous began to be ditrivuted. And as peopie read this life of St,

Anthony's written in Greek, of course, but translated very soon into x Latin,

it became what we would call a best-seller. It was read quite widely , and it
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